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ABOUT PERKINS
EASTMAN:
Founded in 1981
HQ in New York City, USA
1000+ employees
17 offices around the World
Presence in China, India,
UAE, Ecuador...

DEPLOYING APPS ACROSS
A GLOBAL NETWORK
Errol R. A. Meynard, Senior Application Manager
Founded in 1981, Perkins Eastman designs sustainable, human and
innovative places for various sectors: Health, Education, Offices & Retail,
Residential, Sport, Transport, and more.
In 2013, Perkins Eastman was looking for a cost-effective solution to
deploy CAD/CAM design aid software and other Windows apps to a global
network of users.
They installed TSplus Enterprise edition on their servers to enable
Remote Desktop and give full access to specialized professional
applications to all their employees around the world.
Using TSplus, Perkins Eastman has been able to deliver secure and
reliable connection to their corporate servers so that employees can
work from anywhere in the world, at any time, no matter their Operating
System or device.

OPTIMIZING NETWORK
ADMINISTRATION
TSplus simplifies the life of IT Admins with low
IT costs and easy central Management!
Using TSplus to give remote access from any location to the professional
apps hosted on the central server has brought multiple benefits:
- By eliminating the need for a local installation of all professional tools,
TSplus has helped greatly reducing IT investments in hardware and
software.
- The central AdminTool makes it so easy to set up and configure TSplus
that it could be globally deployed with minimum IT staff and training.
- - With Data and Applications being hosted in a central place, TSplus has
contributed to increased security and mobility while minimizing risks for
Perkins Eastman's business data.
- TSplus Enterprise offers great additional benefits such as a centralized
Servers Farm Manager and a Secure Gateway.

"Great product. I appreciate that the
team stays on top of MS updates and
patches to keep workflow going."
- Errol R.A Meynard, Perkins Eastman
Senior Application Manager

Find them at www.perkinseastman.com

"At Perkins Eastman, we
believe design is a process for
people, by people. Working
closely with clients and
collaborators, we identify
mutual goals, build trusting
relationships, and discover
solutions for any scale. Whether
we’re envisioning a branded
workplace, a new state of the
art hospital or school, or a
citywide masterplan, we engage
in an integrated design process,
always keeping people at the
heart of what we do.
A global design firm dedicated
to the human experience, we
are a network of more than
1,000 thinkers, dreamers, and
doers spread across 16 practice
areas and 19 interdisciplinary
studios worldwide. While our
practice is global, our work is
local, and we create dynamic
spaces where people can live,
learn, work, play, and heal. We
get to know the places where
we design and the cultural and
architectural contexts that
make them special. Our
designers combine analysis with
ingenuity, leveraging their skills
and technology to create
practical, holistic
environments."

